DUALTEK XT EXTREME TERRAIN CASE IS
IMPACT AND WEATHER SMART

STYLE YOUR

Samsung Galaxy S®6 | S® 6 edge
Accessories

Irwindale, CA – June 10, 2015 - PureGear is excited to add the DualTek XT Extreme Terrain case to
its collection of durable, yet affordable, iPhone 6 accessories. The DualTek XT has been military
tested and approved with a certified IP65 rating for dustproof and water resistant protection. Check
out a video of the DualTek XT’s innovative two-piece design here.
The DualTek XT’s tightly sealed, splash proof cover features a built-in screen shield that is touch
sensitive and ID recognition friendly which means that users do not have to sacrifice using one of
iPhone 6’s most popular features in order to keep their screen protected and pristine. The outer
case’s shock absorbing corners protect against sudden impact while DualTek XT’s ergonomic grip
provides a secure yet comfortable feel. An attachable wristlet with nylon lanyard and quick release
clip makes the DualTek XT the perfect adventure buddy.
DualTek XT’s acoustic weatherproof vents keeps dust and water droplets out of your phone’s audio
ports, without sacrificing sound quality, while providing easy access so you can turn up the tunes on
a moment’s notice. The cases weather proof smart vents prevent accidental damage to the phone’s
power or volume controls. DualTek XT’s inner case holds the iPhone securely and comfortably.
DualTek XT Extreme Terrain case is currently available for $49.99 on pure-gear.com.

About PureGear
At PureGear, we believe that wireless technology should simplify your life, not weigh it down. This is why we design reliable mobile device
accessories that complement today’s demanding, on-the-go lifestyles. Our products are designed with added features and benefits that make
sense – for work or play. We’re also committed to providing you with premium quality at an affordable price. After all, we understand that
devices change faster than your kids’ favorite toys, the latest diet fads…possibly even the stock market. With this in mind, it is our goal at
PureGear to simply enrich your everyday mobile life experiences while respecting your wallet and our world.

